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I'm no hacker.  

But they are out there.  

And when they're not trying to get 
into porn sites, arguing over the 

best Captain Kirk or playing 

Warcraft...  

They're Mess ing With You  

At least some of them.  

So our site had a few issues, it was 

shut down and it looks like some of 
the accounts/comments were 

deleted.  

Okay maybe all of them were  

But we had some Badass people 

who came in and turned things 
around -  pronto -  Thank s!  

We should be back up and at 'em.  

The Silver Lining?  

You GET to create NEW accounts.  

You GET to make BETTER 

comments.  

You know how people often wish 

for another chance?  

This is yours!  

Seriously though, I had no idea 

how many people were so crazy 
about th ese Injections -   

So...  

Craziness With the 

WeBuildEmpires.org -  sorry!  
I'll make sure they a re a  priority 

moving forward.  

And just wait 'til you see the new 
Episodes... you're going to love 

them.  

... Hopefully.  

Also, my elbow has been acting up 
again -  THANKS to all the 

stretching suggestions -  I did g et a 
little lazy with, BUT NO MORE.  

Stretching REALLY helps  

I t makes a big difference.  

So does being awesome.  

Oh -  and...  

Yes, new Builders will be accepted 

but in a different way from now  on , 
the details are here:  

www.WeBuildEmpires.com  

This'll make our community even 

better (if that's even possible ... ) 

and I really look forward to seeing 
how this comes together...  

As always  

-  LOVE  to get your feedback -  and 

the accounts/comments you make 
will be backed up DAIL Y from 

now...  

Thanks for everything!  

-  Azam  

"The more experts agree 

among themselves, the 

less likely they are to be 

right." 

- Anonymous 

 

"Ego is the anesthetic that 

dulls the pain of 

stupidity." 

- Frank Leahy 
 

"Procrastination is the 

thief of time." 

- Edward Young 

 

The first two Babies;  Eago 

and  Zazu, went to the Doc's, 

they called her the c -word... 

they didn't see the hilarity -  at 
least not at first..  
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